AatCaP Corp.

Address:Osaka Ekimae Dai3 bldg. 510.
1-1-3, Umeda, Kita-ku, Osaka. JAPAN.
Zip code 530-0001
TEL. 81-(0)6-6341-1462
FAX. 81-(0)6-6341-4613
URL http://aatcap.jp
E-mail talent@aatcap.net

Recruitment
AatCaP seeks any international people from children through elderly as Models and Talents. The clients give
you any jobs like TV commercial message, enterprise promotion video, Catalogue, Magazines, Show, Drama and so
on. Payment depends on the job you get. The range is 10,000 yen to 100,000 yen, even more. However, we do not
guarantee a job constantly.
At least, you should stay here in Japan 6 months from now on, have to have a proper visa we require. If you
want, we can prepare to take your photos with make-up once a month by professional ones. Fee is 19,800 yen which
you can get about 150 shoots in the CD-ROM.
The following is a brief explanation of the job “application”, “procurement”, “payment” and “Penalty” process.
It will explain general, “do’s and don’ts” and “what to expect and what not to”. This information opportunity will
ensure satisfied and frequent clients. Please sign below an acknowledgement.
Job application
Upon notification of an audition/casting, all profiles of models that fit the “specified description”, are delivered
the prospective client(s). Once a model has been selected, we are then informed of the date(s) and time of the “final
casting(s)”. The selected model is notified, and his/her presence is requested on such said date(s) and time. (Best
effort)
Job procurement
After the final casting, (usually 1-3days), and the model has definitely been selected to fill the position, we are
then notified of the job specifics (date(s), time, location, needed materials, and pay amount).
Job payment
We ask that you make your best effort to accommodate the job no matter what amount of payment, as satisfied
client(s) “always” return with “bigger and better” accounts. Upon completion of a job, a payment date is set “by
client(s)”, and may “not” be manipulated in any way. (Upon job completion, payment waiting periods range from
“same” to 90 to 120 days even more) We close the calculation of the guarantee at the end of month you do a job.
Then we pay it for you at the last weekday of 3 months later. “Patience is a virtue”. We deduct 10.21% tax and the
charge of bank transfer 160 yen by 29,999 yen and 250 yen from 30,000 yen of your guarantee.
Penalty
Once you are chosen to do a job, you must not cancel or quit a job we offer whatever reason you have except
accident, natural disaster and getting the flu and sickness. If you refused a fixed job, we may order you some penalty.
However, you don’t have to pay for the penalty when you submit the doctor’s diagnosis in case of the sickness.
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